
The theoretical framework for the thermal performance evaluation of CLT-l 
wall system  

Thermal performance of the wall systems 

Introducing CLT-l wall system to the market requires the evaluation of its thermal, hygrothermal              
and structural performance. Four different criteria are considered to evaluate CLT-l wall system thermal              
performance, namely R-value, thermal mass, thermal bridging, and air tightness according to Oak Ridge              
National Laboratory (ORNL) of the US Department of Energy (DOE) (Christian and Kosny 1996; Kosny               
and Desjarlais 1994).  

Variables: Thermal bridging and air tightness  

Hypothesis 1: CLT-l wall system has a low thermal bridging*  

Hypothesis 2: CLT-l wall system shows an acceptable air tightness* 

*according to the high-performance building criteria  

A review of research of the thermal bridging and airtightness are presented here. 

Thermal bridging is an important thermal performance factor that should not be neglected             
especially when designing high energy performance walls. Thermal bridging is a type of building              
envelope thermal anomalies, which is caused by heat conduction and can drastically decrease the thermal               
resistivity of the system and cause condensation and mold growth (Šadauskienė et al. 2015; Strzepek               
1990), Especially when a material with high conductivity are used within the wall assembly such as metal                 
components and stud walls (Humble 2018), it can reduce the wall insulation effectiveness by 40% to 60%                 
as studied by (Strzepek, 1990). Even wooden stud in the wall systems was reported to act as thermal                  
bridges as well (Huygen and Sanders 2018). In addition to the type of the materials, point connections,                 
which are used for attaching the layers together, are another source of thermal bridges in the wall system                  
even if the wall material itself has proper thermal resistance. This is called point thermal bridge. As                 
reported by (McCall 1985) point thermal bridge can reduce the thermal resistance of the panels by 43%.                 
This is the reason that besides considering the effect of adding insulation layer/s to the CLT panels, it is                   
important to study the way that insulation or other layers are connected to the panel. An example of the                   
research on the connection effects on thermal bridging is the study which was conducted to evaluate the                 
existing design approaches. The thermal bridging of various steel connectors of the concrete sandwich              
wall panels was measured by (Kim and Allard 2014). It was noted that the shape of the connectors, their                   
length and spacing were important parameters affecting the thermal efficiency of the concrete panels. The               
same result was reported by (Abdul Aziz et al. 2018). To study the thermal performance of ventilated                 
façade systems, the effect of thickness and material of the bearing layer and insulation was investigated in                 
combination with point aluminum fasteners (Šadauskienė et al. 2015). As reported, the thermal bridging              
of the connectors increased by 7% by increasing the thickness of the insulation layer from 100 mm to 200                   
mm and dropped by 10% with 100 mm increase in wall bearing layer. The presented results reveal the                  
effect of different factors such as connections geometry, insulation material, bearing layer thickness on              
the thermal bridging and wall performance and magnify the importance of considering these factors on               



CLT-l thermal performance, when working on the optimization and configuration of different layers, their              
integration together and to the structural frame.  

Heat transfer through thermal anomalies is not limited to the thermal bridges, but also it may                
occur by heat convection through air cavities and gaps in the envelope system, which are called thermal                 
by-pass (El Diasty 1988). Not having this type of anomalies or airtightness is another controlling factor,                
which defines the thermal/hygrothermal performance of the envelope system. Prefabricated wall panels            
typically are known to have difficulty in resisting air leakage at the joint locations rather than the panel                  
surface itself (Kayello et al. 2017). Improper sealing causes moist air to travel through the envelope and                 
generate condensation and consequently mold problem. Structural insulated panels (SIPs), for instance,            
are one of the prefab panels candidates for high-performance buildings. Assembling of 4*8 panels              
together and mounting windows and other components on the job site requires a high level of expertise to                  
overcome the poor joint sealing and provide the superior airtightness of the SIPs (Cardoso et al. 2018;                 
Moynihan 2014). Kayello et al studying eight types of joints in a full-scale test SIP hut reported that                  
places, where three components met, are especially more susceptible to air leakage. In addition, tape               
sealing, which is common, is not a long-term solution for air leakage control (Kayello et al. 2017). 

In another study at the University of New Brunswick, Canada a long term field monitoring was                
conducted to evaluate the air leakage and moisture deposition in a prefabricated light frame wooden               
building (Asiz et al. 2011). Walls were insulated with fiberglass matt and exterior insulation. The result                
showed that air leakage occurred in the panel to panel joints rather than through the wall panels. The air                   
leakage helped to dry off the moisture, therefore no condensation was observed, however, this is a sign of                  
energy inefficiency. Kalamees et al in addition to the external wall joined together, studied external wall                
connection to the other envelope component, such as the window, roof, and floor with different sealing                
and tightening solutions (Kalamees, Alev, and Pärnalaas 2017). It was determined that window to the               
external wall joints had the least air leakage comparing to the others. The higher air leakage in other joint                   
was where the internal air and vapor barriers of the exterior walls were discontinued. In another research,                 
Tanyer et al tried to completely seal the joints locations and then evaluate the sealing effect on the                  
airtightness properties in container houses made of composite panels. The attempt was somehow             
successful. Sealing improved the airtightness by 81%, however heat loss, dampness and condensation             
problem did not completely eliminate (Tanyer, Tavukcuoglu, and Bekboliev 2018). The authors suggested             
proper junction detailing, applying airtight sealing, thicker insulation between panels and thermal breaks             
for improving airtightness. In a research project to study Stora Enso’s, an Austrian CLT Manufacturer,               
proprietary designed building system for Swedish Passive house standard, a small CLT test building was               
tested (Rönnelid et al. 2013). It was stated that the building was airtight, but during the first 6 months,                   
airtightness slightly decreased but was still in the range of Swedish passive house design code. Three and                 
Five layer CLT panels used for this research were already airtight, therefore no vapor barrier was applied                 
on the panels, but for the CLT-l with the thinner layers, it needs to be investigated if they are still airtight.                     
Also considering all of the air tightening shortcomings reported in previous research, it is necessary that                
the joint performance between CLT-l panels and between the panels and other components be              
investigated to achieve an airtight envelope system, which at the same time, provides thermal comfort and                
prevents dampness, condensation, and mold problem.  
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